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Abstract
A growing body of literature has investigated the various ways in which residents of stigmatized neighborhoods respond
to and cope with stigmatization. However, these approaches have fallen short in tackling the question of how particular
places shape responses to stigmatization. In this article, I take seriously the question of context and, based on a compara-
tive ethnography of two social housing neighborhoods in Finland, show how residents in similar social structural positions
differed in terms of the cultural milieus they inhabited, presenting them with different cultural resources for dealing with
stigmatization. In the article, I suggest that non-recognition is an understudied but significant consequence of stigma re-
lated to social housing neighborhoods. Further, I suggest that depending on the historical and cultural context of the
neighborhood, different destigmatization strategies are employed when residents face non-recognition. My data shows
that locally lived collective place narratives informed residents’ experiences of class: In one neighborhood, the defining
element of the locally acknowledged place narrative was class struggle, whereas in the other it wasmiddle-class aspiration.
These narratives served as building blocks for their destigmatization strategies.
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1. Introduction
A growing body of literature has investigated the vari-
ous ways in which members of stigmatized groups re-
spond to and cope with stigmatization (Lamont, 2018;
Lamont & Mizrachi, 2012; Moon, 2012) and more specif-
ically territorial or housing stigma (August, 2014; Garbin
& Millington, 2012; Kirkness, 2014; Kusenbach, 2013;
Queirós & Pereira, 2018; Slater & Anderson, 2012;
Wacquant, 2007, 2008). It has been argued that stigma-
tization is not a straightforward process whereby res-
idents simply internalize negative representations of
their neighborhoods; rather, they have various social and
strategic tools for coping with, responding to and resist-
ing stigma (Kirkness, 2014). The propensity to adopt this
tool or that has been said to depend on individual dif-
ferences in access to personal, social and economic re-
sources which mitigate the negative effects of stigma-
tization (Link & Phelan, 2001, p. 380), as well as on
one’s position and trajectory in social and physical space
(Wacquant, 2011). However, focusing on the individual
level, these approaches have fallen short in tackling the
question of how places shape responses to stigmatiza-
tion. Do different neighborhoods enable and constrain
responses similarly, or are there context-specific differ-
ences? Given the academic consensus on the hetero-
geneity of poor neighborhoods and their varying effects
on residents (Sharkey & Faber, 2014), we should not as-
sume meso-level (Fine, 2012) strategies for coping with
stigma to be context free either. Queirós and Pereira
(2018) have recently stated the importance of collective
work in confronting stigmatization in residential contexts
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but focus only on more formal forms of resistance. In
this article, by contrast, I argue that focus on everyday re-
sistance (Scott, 1985) is the key to seeing how localities,
identifications and collective destigmatization strategies
work together.
Using ethnographic data from Steephill1 and
Fireweed Village, two social housing neighborhoods in
Finland, I illustrate the power of place narratives (Brown-
Saracino, 2015) as cultural tools or social imaginaries
(Reed, 2017, p. 32) that lead residents to interpret and
act in the world in a certain way. I show how residents in
similar social structural positions possessed different cul-
tural resources for dealing with stigmatization (Lamont
&Mizrachi, 2012), depending on their neighborhood mi-
lieu. In one neighborhood, the defining element of the lo-
cally acknowledged place narrative was “class struggle,”
whereas in the other it was “middle-class aspiration.”
These narratives, as I will suggest, served as resources
for collective destigmatization strategies employed by
residents when faced with practices of non-recognition
that, I assert, are the concrete but often unnoticed con-
sequences of housing stigma.
The article contributes to the literature on cultural
understandings of place and community, which recent
approaches have seen grow in strength (Blokland, 2017;
Borer, 2006; Brown-Saracino, 2011). Focusing on the un-
derstudied question of how the urban poor attempt to
construct a meaningful living space and sense of self-
worth and dignity in their lives (Gotham&Brumley, 2002,
p. 268) the article sheds light on the locally constructed
cultural repertoires people can turn to and mobilize to
make sense of their experiences (Lamont & Mizrachi,
2012). Comparison of practices of “being-togetherness”
(Binken & Blokland, 2013, p. 294) in two social housing
estates allows us to see stigmatized low-income neigh-
borhoods not only as containers of the numerous nega-
tive effects of poverty, but also as historically and cultur-
ally diverse milieus that residents collectively draw on in
order to gain recognition.
2. Theoretical Approach and Literature Review
2.1. Stigmatization of Housing, Territory and Class
It seems that in most Western countries living in a social
housing estate is a stigmatizing position (Wassenberg,
2004). Residents of these social housing estates of-
ten suffer from stigma that is a multidimensional con-
struct (Link & Phelan, 2001; Pescosolido &Martin, 2015).
I note three forms of stigmatization that are relevant
to the scope of this article. First, social housing resi-
dents routinely deal with what has been called “housing
stigma” (Blokland, 2008; Hastings, 2004; Palmer, Ziersch,
Arthurson, & Baum, 2004; Slater, 2018; Vassenden & Lie,
2013). Especially in nations where homeownership is the
norm and a strong marker of social and moral status, so-
cial housing is associatedwith social pathologies. Finland
in this respect is an illustrative context, since it has been
described as a country of homeowners in which housing
policy serves to assist those who fail to secure accom-
modation on the open market by providing them with
social housing (Hyötyläinen, 2019; Ruonavaara, 1996).
Accordingly, this type of housing then is associated with
marginalized people and perceived as a form of social as-
sistance. Social housing is housing “not for normal peo-
ple” (Hyötyläinen, 2019, p. 53).
Second, social housing in Finland, as in many other
countries, has been located in peripheral housing estates
(Hyötyläinen, 2019) that suffer from territorial stigma
(Wacquant, 2008). In Europe, the declining working-
class neighborhoods that have been impacted by dein-
dustrialization and the fragmentation of wage labor,
are in Wacquant’s (2007, p. 67) words often “isolated
and bounded territories increasingly perceived by both
outsiders and insiders as social purgatories.” A great
deal of criticism based on empirical work has been di-
rected at this statement, arguing that internal and exter-
nal neighborhood images are two different things (see
Wacquant, Slater, & Pereira, 2014; Wassenberg, 2004).
Nevertheless, neighborhoods tainted by “the blemish of
place” (Wacquant, 2007) might be able to cope with the
stigma, even resist it; but their chances of escaping it en-
tirely are negligible.
Third, both housing and territorial stigma feed upon,
strengthen and reproduce existing inequalities of class
(Mckenzie, 2015; Skeggs, 2004). Class stigma relates to
whatWacquant (2008, p. 30) has described as “the curse
of being poor in the midst of a rich society in which par-
ticipation in the sphere of consumption has become sine
qua non of social dignity—a passport to personhood.”
Urban residents living at the bottom of the class struc-
ture in stigmatized neighborhoods are thus affected by
multidimensional forms of territorial, housing and class
stigma. Consequently, their position exposes them to rel-
atively high “stigma consciousness” (Pinel, 1999), mean-
ing constant fear for multiple reasons of being looked
down on and devalued.
2.2. Non-Recognition as Everyday Experience of Stigma
In their everyday lives, residents of stigmatized neigh-
borhoods are often misrecognized as lazy, immoral, vi-
olent or whatever stereotype outsiders employ to sep-
arate “them” from “us” (Link & Phelan, 2001, p. 370).
As Lamont, Beljean, and Clair (2014, p. 12) have stated,
stigmatization as a social process shapes everyday in-
teractions and easily results in consequences that con-
tribute to the unequal distribution of recognition—”the
fact of being acknowledged and given validation, legit-
imacy, value, worth, dignity and cultural membership.”
With respect to stigmatized housing, being deprived of
recognition is normally understood as misrecognition.
Much less research has focused on non-recognition—
effectively “being rendered invisible” (Fraser, 1997,
1 All the names of places and people are pseudonyms for reasons of confidentiality.
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p. 14). In this article, I show how residents of social hous-
ing neighborhoods were deprived of their sense of co-
ownership of place (Brown-Saracino, 2011) and in this
regard collectively bypassed. From this, I suggest that in
contrast with findings from previous studies, stigmatiza-
tion may entail these subtle forms of non-recognition
that residents need to negotiate. As Mckenzie (2015,
pp. 8–9) has argued, non-recognition becomes especially
relevant when examining class inequality, since feelings
of invisibility have been noted as being one of the most
common experiences in a class relations context. Thus,
in this article I aim to understand stigma as a lived ev-
eryday experience which—in the context of social hous-
ing neighborhoods—takes the form of non-recognition.
It is not obvious when people are being bypassed and
approached as irrelevant, but we should at least try to
see when it happens and how, since this is one of the
ways “stigma power” (Link & Phelan, 2014; Tyler & Slater,
2018) operates.
2.3. Place Narratives as Resources for Collective
Destigmatization Strategies
A growing literature has acknowledged that residents
living in stigmatized social housing neighborhoods are
not helpless victims who end up internalizing the neg-
ative image of their neighborhood, but actors drawing
on a multiplicity of strategies to resist, manage and cope
with it (e.g., Arthurson, Darcy, & Rogers, 2014; August,
2014; Gotham & Brumley, 2002; Kirkness, 2014; Pereira
& Queirós, 2014). Most of the research considering des-
tigmatization strategies has focused on rhetorical and
strategic tools deployed by individual members of stig-
matized groups in reaction to perceived stigmatization
(Pereira & Queirós, 2014; Wacquant, 2007). At the col-
lective level, studies have argued that contrary to gen-
eral assumptions, residents living in stigmatized terri-
tories often experience belonging and attachment to
their neighborhood (August, 2014; Jensen&Christensen,
2012; Kirkness, 2014). However, understanding of neigh-
borhoods as culturally significant, varied and collectively
produced places (see Borer, 2006) in this literature has
remained scarce. First, we lack a nuanced understanding
of how and why residents’ experiences and place attach-
ments in different neighborhoods of an ostensibly simi-
lar social class background might vary (Cole, 2013, p. 66).
Second, we know surprisingly little about how these ex-
periences are lived and attachments comeabout in social
practice (see Blokland, 2017). Simply put, we should not
just study what people say, but focus on what they do
(Jerolmack & Khan, 2018).
My point of departure is the work of Lamont and her
colleagues (see Lamont & Mizrachi, 2012; Lamont et al.,
2016) who have noted that responses to stigmatization
vary across contexts depending on the locally available
cultural resources people can employ to make sense of
the world around them and thus strive at recognition.
In their comparative work, Lamont et al. (2016) have fo-
cused on cross-national explorations concerning cultural
repertoires that serve as resources for destigmatization.
Here, I focus on cultural resources available at the neigh-
borhood level by studying place narratives. The idea of
the term narrative is that people tend to tell stories,
and through them develop an understanding of them-
selves, their lives and environments, and other factors
that shape their actions (Somers, 1994). As Lamont and
Small (2008, p. 84) have stated, the narrative perspec-
tive is particularly useful in showing that action is not
an automatic response to a stimulus but is made possi-
ble within the context of narratives aroundwhich people
make sense of their lives.
With respect to neighborhoods, narratives are his-
torically informed collective processes of place-making
that, once dominant in a public discourse, affect what
defines “the community” and what does not (Blokland,
2009, p. 1594). Brown-Saracino (2015, p. 41) has pin-
pointed place narratives as influential meso-level narra-
tives providing models of who and how one should be
in a local context. In practical terms, place narratives in-
form understandings of what kind of a place this is, what
kind of people are living here and how people like “us”
live. Of course, these narratives are not shared by every-
one in the community. The focus of this article, however,
is not on erasures and absent agents (Blokland, 2009),
but on the idea of place narratives as practices through
which residents interpret the stigmatized positions they
are in. Approaching these narratives as cultural imaginar-
ies that lead residents to interpret and act in the world
in a certain way (Reed, 2017, p. 32), we can begin to un-
derstand them as resources for collective destigmatiza-
tion strategies. These strategies, I will suggest, become
identifiable in a comparative research setting relying on
ethnographic methods.
3. Context and Methods
This article is based on thewide range of data sources col-
lected for my ethnographic study of two social housing
neighborhoods in Finland (Junnilainen, 2019). The study
investigated what it means to live in neighborhoods that
in the 1960s were burgeoning areas for working-class
families but have now become places of concentrated
disadvantage. This article is based on my empirical find-
ings, which suggest that, first, stigmatization as an every-
day experience also takes the form of non-recognition,
and second, that neighborhood-specific place narratives
serve as resources for collectively employed destigmati-
zation strategies.
Steephill and Fireweed Village are located in two
of the biggest cities in Finland: Helsinki and Turku. The
municipality of Helsinki is the owner of Steephill, man-
aging the housing stock through a city-owned housing
company. The ownership and maintenance of Fireweed
Village is organized through a housing company owned
by the municipality of Turku in association with a cou-
ple of non-profit corporations. Both are prefabricated
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high-rise areas built in the 1960s at a time of rapid ur-
banization in Finland. The neighborhoods were built for
working-class families in need of decent housing, and
just like most suburban housing estates in Finland, are
situated in peripheral areas on urban fringes. The neigh-
borhoods are both state subsidized rental housing areas,
where tenants are chosen on the basis of social criteria
laid down in legislation. The three key criteria are low
income, low wealth and need for housing, with priority
given to homeless applicants and applicants at risk of
eviction. Consequently, the sites in my study resemble
each other in socio-economic status: high levels of unem-
ployment, low levels of education, high benefit depen-
dency, and high levels of single mother-headed families.
In the Finnish context, both areas are seen as “immigrant
areas” despite the fact that 75% to 85%of the population
are ethnic Finns. In a country that for a long time has re-
mained relatively homogeneous in terms of ethnic com-
position, even a small ethnic minority presence in urban
space seems to evoke a stigmatizing image of disorder
(Jensen & Christensen, 2012, p. 83). This is one part of
the complex story of the changing nature of stigma as it
touches these neighborhoods.
For five years beginning in 2012 I conducted
ethnographic fieldwork (Atkinson, Coffey, Delamont,
Lofland, & Lofland, 2001; Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983;
Jerolmack & Khan, 2018) in both neighborhoods. I stud-
ied daily neighborhood interactions, trying to under-
stand patterns of encounters and interactions in the
courtyards, cafes, pubs, supermarkets, libraries, schools,
youth centres, community rooms and all other places
where locals spent their time. I followed the functions
of various neighborhood organizations and associations,
attending dozens of public meetings. In addition, I volun-
teered for neighborhood festivals, a cooking course for
local young people and a lunch cafeteria that hired peo-
ple recovering from substance abuse. Over the course
of my fieldwork I came to know a large number of peo-
ple, most of whom I became familiar with within these
contexts. Accordingly, publicly engaged individuals, long-
time residents, and people attached to their neighbor-
hood are overrepresented in the sample. With my key
informants, I recorded 60 in-depth interviews asking res-
idents to describe their life histories and resident ca-
reers, their locally embedded everyday lives, their so-
cial networks and relationships, and their understand-
ings of their neighborhoods as physical, social, historical
and symbolic places. I also interviewed dozens of people
working at local institutions, such as landlords, janitors,
teachers, social workers and the police. Interviews took
60 to 200 minutes, were transcribed and coded.
The way Small (2004, p. 196) has described, my ap-
proach to data collection can be thought of as “histor-
ically informed,” since my aim was to interpret the ob-
served present conditions in light of continuously in-
voked elements of the past. From the beginning of my
fieldwork, I was surprised how much the history of the
neighborhood colored the way residents saw the world,
leaving me no option but to augment my data with
knowledge of that history. Thus, I complemented gen-
eral neighborhood histories with archival data includ-
ing meeting minutes, action plans, reports, flyers and
newspaper clippings that were made available to me by
a couple of older local activists, neighborhood associa-
tions and city officials. I also studied census and archival
records and analyzed 560 newspaper articles from the
1960s right up to the period of my fieldwork in order to
get a picture of stigmatization processes at work in the
media. All the data in my research has been translated
from Finnish.
The locally emerging place narratives that I turn
to next are the product of five years of historically in-
formed ethnography and abductive reasoning (Tavory &
Timmermans, 2014). During my fieldwork, I first noticed
that the stories people told about their neighborhood
were patterned, linked to the past and interactively re-
produced in conversations with others. I then began col-
lecting data on neighborhood histories, realizing that the
better I understood the past, the better I understood the
lenses through which residents saw the neighborhoods
and themselves. The analysis was a back and forth pro-
cess during which I continually produced new hypothe-
ses based on surprising research evidence.
When describing my data, I talk about “residents” to
make my argument, but this does not mean that the
neighborhoods were two homogeneous communities.
Instead of arguing that everybody in the neighborhoods
perceived the areas the same way or recognized every
aspect of the place narrative, I argue that residents simi-
larly attached to their neighborhood shared a similar nar-
rative that was context-specific. Further, based on ethno-
graphic work that allowed me to observe patterns of be-
havior and local interactions, I argue that understanding
the locally embedded place narratives gives us insight to
comprehend the different ways residents in similar soci-
etal positions collectively responded to non-recognition.
4. Two Neighborhoods, Two Place Narratives
Fireweed Village and Steephill have always stood and
still stand as symbols of social disorder, poverty and non-
participation—as places for the “have-nots.” In line with
this narrative, those in power have named and identified
these places as “problem neighborhoods.” Residents in
Fireweed Village and Steephill knew how outsiders saw
them and were used to being approached as people of
no value. “It is nice place even if outsiders think we are
rubbish,” a woman living in Steephill said tome, phrasing
the widely shared experience in both neighborhoods.
Next, I briefly present the historical context of how
the two similarly stigmatized neighborhoods have de-
veloped. The origins of their place narratives can be
traced to different neighborhood histories that enabled
different available cultural repertoires to emerge—one
stressing stigmatization based on residents’ class posi-
tion and their difference from themiddle-class, the other
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stressing territorial stigma and residents’ similarity to the
middle-class.
4.1. Fireweed Village and the Narrative of Class
Struggle
The place narrative of Fireweed Villagewas a narrative of
class struggle. The area was originally built for working-
class families in the 1960s and the people who moved
in worked in local factories, at the shipyard and port sit-
uated close to the neighborhood, and for the municipal-
ity. Most of them had been living in old wooden houses,
or in single rooms without indoor toilets or other mod-
ern conveniences, so modern homes with kitchens and
bathroomsmeant huge improvements in their living con-
ditions. The first cohort typically got a job first and after
that, their employer provided an apartment in one of the
buildings reserved for its employees. An old-timer,Maija,
who was a lady in her 60s and whose extended family
I became familiar with, had ended up living her life in the
neighborhood because her husband had worked for the
telephone company, taking care of cables. “The union
for local government workers was one of the big owners
here, so it was obvious we would get the apartment. All
we needed was a certificate of my pregnancy,” she remi-
nisced in an interview.
These processes ensured that Fireweed Village was
from the days of its construction a distinctively working-
class neighborhood, both in practice and in residents’
minds. Social class was one of the central organizing
principles of social life, one that on many occasions
eclipsed other determinants of group formation and de-
cisively shaped collective experience. The denigration
of the newly built public housing neighborhood that
soon took hold in local media was interpreted as an
attack on working-class people rather than on people
living on a public housing estate. In 1970, when local
newspapers had been writing about disorder, irrespon-
sible families and badly behaved youths disrupting the
area, a resident responded in one of the papers (Kansan
Uutiset, 1976):
It is of course profitable for the bourgeois to abuse
the working class, and Fireweed Village as a working-
class area is a fantastic target for their ends. Their pur-
pose is to break working-class dignity and cohesion.
Therefore, residents of the Village should not yield to
attempts to stigmatize their neighborhood, but fight
to clear up the facts and put an end to the slandering
of their neighborhood.
In the 1970s, working-class dignity and cohesion—the
destruction of which the writer was worried about—
were lived realities; most of the residents participated
in a social life organized locally around sports, clubs
and societies by leftist political parties. Consequently, so-
cial identifications were relatively local and a sense of
community among residents easily sustained. From old-
timers’ stories comes a sense that the idea of social mo-
bility was not something that pervaded their day-to-day
lives. They were working-class people and what distin-
guished them fromothers was their societal position and
the space that was classed as belonging to them.
In the post-industrial community of the 21st century,
which Fireweed Village turned into and which I became
familiar with, the word “class” was hardly mentioned.
Most of the local factories—and the political parties once
visible in the neighborhood—were gone. The only actors
present were NGOs and occasional projects led by the
city, both approaching the neighborhood as a place for
the poor. Nevertheless, class consciousness was stored
in the place narrative. Residents may not have used the
word class any longer, but the sense of we-ness in the
narrative of class struggle was still based on the idea
of the fixed opposition between “us”—the people who
make up the neighborhood, and “them”—the outsiders,
who in their privileged position have become estranged
from our lives and struggles. In the course of my field-
work, I observed how the place narrative was transmit-
ted forward, and adopted by newcomers who got in-
volved in local life. Erik, who was a 40-year-old trucker,
moved to Fireweed Village with his family and became
neighbors with the old-timer Maija mentioned above.
They became acquaintances and within a year Erik, who
said his first impression of the neighborhood had been
“a hellhole,” had reformulated his perception about the
place. “Work is gone but we (the residents) will not fold.
This is a good place. I want my kids to grow up in an envi-
ronment where nobody looks down on you,” he told me
in an interview.
4.2. Steephill and the Narrative of Middle-Class
Aspiration
In Steephill, the place narrativewas a narrative ofmiddle-
class aspiration. While Fireweed Village was situated
close to factories of national importance, Steephill was
built in the 1960s far from worksites in the middle
of nowhere. People that moved in were janitors, bus
drivers, cleaning ladies and nurses. Some, too, were fac-
tory workers, but most of them belonged to the class
of privatized workers, distancing themselves both from
country people and from the traditional working-class.
For them, moving to Steephill was an (inevitable) step in
their trajectory towards the middle class. Moving from
filthy, noisy and cold 20 square meter rooms in the city
center to new 60 squaremeter apartments was concrete
proof of imminent upward social mobility.
“We didn’t participate in anything here,” Eeva told
me. She had moved to Steephill at the end of the 1970s
when she was expecting her third child. In an interview,
she described me how she and her peers had devoted
themselves to family and work, not the neighborhood.
“There was nothing like that (community activism) since
this was a rising neighborhood after all. We just moved
here and lived here.”
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Families living in Steephill spent hours commuting
to work and back, living their lives and trying to make
the best of what they had. Politically, residents were to
the left, but unlike in Fireweed Village, class conscious-
ness was not a strong source of explicit collective iden-
tity. Instead, rapidly growing territorial stigmatization,
based on generalized prejudices against public housing,
served to draw the residents of Steephill together. In
the 1980s, when residents already were used to moral
attacks against their neighbourhood, a number of them
publicly defended it in the national media. One resident
wrote to the newspaper (Helsingin Sanomat, 1989):
Steephill is one of the nicest areas in the city, so much
better than its reputation. Its bad reputation is based
on unjustified public denigration that has nothing to
do with the people living in it. Perfectly ordinary citi-
zens live here.
The resident wanted to correct (from her point of view)
unfounded prejudices: Steephill was no different from
other areas and was inhabited by people no different
from anyone else. Unlike in Fireweed Village, where
the place narrative evolved around residents’ working-
classness, in Steephill the urge of being like others con-
sisted in aspiration towards the middle class.
Consequently, territorial stigma in the place narrative
of middle-class aspiration is not explained by social hi-
erarchies but by outsiders’ prejudices against a specific
residential area. More than the people living in a place,
it is the place itself that generates the stigma. When I in-
terviewed Anna, who had been living in Steephill since
1980s, she explained to me:
The reputation is still like, “Steephill, ohmy god, that’s
terrible,” but people who say that don’t know what
they are talking about. In this neighborhood, we think
that the real problem is peoplewho have thesewrong
ideas. But we know it’s not like that, we know how it
really is.
In this place narrative, the origin of the sense of we-ness
is more in the place than in the people. What outsiders
don’t know is that Steephill from the point of view of
the residents is “in reality” no different from other ar-
eas, and it is this consciousness of place that brings resi-
dents together. In Steephill being “like-minded” did not
mean shared social position but a willingness to stick up
for your neighborhood. Unlike in FireweedVillage,where
residents tended to point out their position in contrast
to that of outsiders, the people of Steephill were more
likely to blur the boundary. It made no sense to confront
the middle-class since (in line with their place narrative)
residents saw themselves as belonging to it—or at least
being on the way there.
So it was that, over time, in two places that suf-
fered from very similar housing stigma, different under-
standings of what kind of people live in those areas
came into being. These place narratives, as I will argue,
explained the different destigmatization strategies res-
idents collectively employed to cope with practices of
non-recognition.
5. Destigmatization Strategies in Action
In this section, I turn to ethnographic vignettes describ-
ing non-recognition arising as a consequence of interac-
tion of people with unequal relational positions. The vi-
gnettes come from community meetings involving resi-
dents and outsiders discussing neighborhoodmatters. In
Fireweed, the discussion concerns energy efficiency im-
provements that had been made in the neighborhood,
and that from the perspective of residents, lowered their
standard of living. In Steephill, the discussion centres on
future relocation of residents living in houses set to be
demolished. Rather than these immediate issues, I ex-
plore community meetings as examples of routine ac-
tions where non-recognition happens as a side effect
of other ongoing activities (Lamont et al., 2014). In the
course of interaction, residents’ sense of co-ownership
of place (Brown-Saracino, 2011) is similarly ignored, by-
passed and denied in both neighborhoods. This is re-
markable considering the decades long activation of resi-
dents who, in line with the ideals of participatory democ-
racy, had repeatedly been encouraged to become at-
tached to their residential communities and take part
in local decision making (Luhtakallio & Mustranta, 2017).
Nevertheless, the ethnographic vignettes illustrate how
residents expecting to have rights towards the neighbor-
hood they belonged to in practice faced invisibility.
Both meetings were processed not just in situ but
also outside the meeting rooms, where residents both
prepared for the meetings and gave their reactions.
A closer look at what happened before and after the
meetings reveals that similarly non-recognizing situa-
tions were in fact experienced, perceived and inter-
preted in different ways (see Moon, 2012). Leaning on
my ethnography, I suggest that the responses reflected
local place narratives that served as a sort of cognitive
filter shaping participants’ understandings of what hap-
pened in the meetings and why. First, let us take a closer
look at Fireweed Village residents’ responses to a com-
munity meeting which was interpreted as confrontation
between themselves and outsiders.
5.1. Community Meeting in Fireweed Village
In Spring 2013, a community meeting was called jointly
by the landlord and the residents’ committee. The hous-
ing company had recently hired an energy conservation
company to lead a year-long project to make the area
more energy efficient. The company had installed de-
vices on all the water taps in the neighborhood to slow
down the flow of water. Residents had been told that sav-
ing energy wouldmean sacrifices, but that economic sav-
ingswould be achieved, too. However, they had not been
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happy about the changes to their facilities. “A hot shower
is one of the little amenities I can afford, and they are tak-
ing it away from me,” one woman explained before the
meeting. In the invitation to the meeting, residents had
been told that a consultant would be there to clarify the
rationale behind and aims of the project and to answer
their questions. Almost eighty residents turned up.
The (re)configuration of “them” and “us” was
present and reproduced before the meeting as residents
gathered in front of the building. Many people had come
well in advance, forming a crowd in which conflict was fo-
mented through discursive practices. “We’ll see whether
her majesty [the landlord] has the guts to attend from
thebeginning. Last time I remember her arriving not until
it was her turn to speak,” somebody said, making those
around him laugh. People collectively recalled meetings
that had ended in conflict before, criticizing the land-
lord and her inability to understand them. They effec-
tively reconstructed an indignation stemming from the
social-structural hierarchies that marked their past. Not
everybody participated in this us-them reconstruction,
of course, but certainly nobody present could dismiss the
experience of repression loudly expressed by old-timers
and other locally influential residents.When themeeting
began, the audience were waiting as quiet as mice.
An energy consultant representing the energy con-
versation company opened the meeting. He presented
a slideshow illustrating the neighborhood’s energy con-
sumption in complex figures, but soon the audience grew
restive. The graphics illustrating correlations between de-
creased energy consumption and savings at the local
level provided no answer to the problems inconvenienc-
ing them in their everyday lives: cold apartments and
low water pressure. Joni, the 36-year-old chair of the
residents’ association, interrupted the consultant from
the front row: “Now that you have installed these gad-
gets all over the place, when exactly are we going to see
the results?’’
The consultant explained that he would only be able
to say anything for certain after a couple of years. A man
sitting at the back cried out: “But by then we’ll have
been paying for this craziness for three years!” He ver-
balized the experience shared by the people around him
who perceived the project as a collective investment sup-
ported by the residents. The audience wanted to know
when and how the promised savings of the projectwould
materialize. “There goes our fucking money,” some-
body complained.
At this point, the landlord stood up: “You need to
remember that you are only renting your properties,
while we need to secure the future of this company.”
There was of course nothing incorrect in her argument,
since the owner of the company was the one respon-
sible for decision-making. Nevertheless, her framing of
the situation discounted residents’ concerns along with
their experiences and expressions of co-ownership of the
place. Even though theywere “just renting,” residents ap-
proached the place as their own.
After the community meeting, we slowly spilled out
into the cold March evening. Most of the residents be-
gan to head home, bidding each other good night and
commenting on themeeting inwords that reflected their
collective irritation. “Who does he think he is, coming
here and telling us he knows how we feel?” somebody
said. “Well, this was another of thosemeetings,” said an-
other. Not everybody was in a hurry, however, and at
least fifteen of us stayed in the yard, lighting cigarettes
and gathering into smaller groups of two to five people.
Everybody was talking about the meeting. I stood there
with an older lady who had been living in the neighbor-
hood since the 70s. “How did it go?” I asked her. “Well,”
she said, taking a long drag on her cigarette: “Just like
these meetings always are. Nothing ever changes, be-
cause everything has already been decided in advance.
We only come here to listen to what they have to say.”
A man I did not know who had been standing close to
us turned and observed laconically: “Masters decide, we
whine.” People around him burst into collective laughter.
Understanding the situation through the lens of the nar-
rative of class struggle empowered residents, enabling
them to collectively work on their emotions. This was a
different strategy from that at Steephill, where the roots
of collective destigmatization strategy lay in the place
narrative of middle-class aspiration.
5.2. Community Meeting in Steephill
A year later in 2014, I observed a community meeting
in Steephill where, as part of a ten-year-long reconstruc-
tion project, a number of buildings were to be demol-
ished. The landlord had called a meeting to inform res-
idents of the schedule and give details of the demolition
project only four months before they were due to leave
their homes. Uncertainty about the project had preyed
on residents’ minds, since they were unaware of the lo-
cation of their temporary accommodation and whether
they could move back to the estate or not. The practices
of non-recognition during the meeting were similar to
those at the meeting in Fireweed Village, but the way
residents both collectively prepared for the meeting and
responded to it afterwards was different.
Before the meeting began, the landlord sat in front
of the audience in conversation with the architect who
had made the plans for the new buildings. Beside them,
behind a long table, were two young women from the
house management agency responsible for the practical-
ities of relocating the residents. An official working for
the city sat with them; her role was to explain how res-
idents were to be selected. The audience of around 80
residents arrived between five and ten minutes before
the meeting. The atmosphere was expectant, but not at
all hostile. Most residents had been looking forward to
the meeting. “I don’t care where I go as long as I get the
new [apartment]…a year or two somewhere else, at this
age, it’s all the same, but once I get back I’ll only be car-
ried out in a box,” one of the two ladies chatting next to
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me said cheerfully. The other echoed her, saying that she
believed “it’s all been taken care of.” Their conversation
was interrupted by a third lady who swept into the room,
took the seat that the two had been reserving for her,
and expressed her hope that the meeting would be over
before her favorite TV series. “It’s too exciting to miss,”
she said. As the landlord finally took the floor, he had to
clear his throat several times before the audience settled
down to listen to him. There was no sign of organized op-
position, as the residents cheerfully chatted about their
everyday business.
Compared to the meeting in Fireweed Village, the
interaction at Steephill followed a very similar pattern.
Residents expressed ownership of the place and felt that
they had already paid for the rebuilding with rent rises,
whereas the outsiders reminded them of their status as
mere renters of the apartments. The subject came up to-
wards the end of the meeting as the landlord asked ev-
erybody who wanted to move back to Steephill to raise
their hands. Almost everybody did. A longtime resident
wanted to know what meant the expression of old resi-
dents having “priority” to move back. “It means that we
may not be able to return, right?” he inquired. The officer
representing the committee to choose the new residents
answered: “Yes, the final decisions are always made in
the committee.” Then she gave a long account of the
principles according to which the committee makes de-
cisions, but without referring to this particular case, leav-
ing residents uncertain as to whether they could move
back to their homes or not. The audience expressed dis-
quiet, given that this information was the very reason
they had come to the meeting in the first place.
One resident took the floor: “But we have already
paid for the rebuilding, since that’s why you raised the
rents in the first place,” he said. The landlord sighed: “But
if you’re renting, it’s not your money. The owner of the
property has the right to use the money as they like.” He
moved away from the subject and said that most of the
current two-room apartments would be replaced with
three-room apartments, so “either way, you will proba-
bly not get the same kind of apartment you left.” Then
he added: “Besides, some might not even want to move
back, or if their life situation has changed, some might
evenwant the three bedrooms.”Onemanbecame angry:
“Yeah, and somemight win the lottery, too. We probably
can’t afford to come back.” The landlord began to lose pa-
tience. As a resident begun saying that “you have been
using our money…,” he interrupted saying: “Nobody has
personal accounts here. The money is common money.”
After the meeting everybody rushed outside. There,
residents asked each other whether anybody had re-
ceived information on when and where they would be
moving. However, nobody had. One might expect that
the frustration caused by this uncertainty would have
spilled over; but nothing happened. Instead, residents
smoked their cigarettes and talked about the detailed
reconstruction plans presented at the beginning of the
meeting: “What I’m wondering is whether they’re go-
ing to knock down every tree around here,” a man said.
“As far as I could tell, the new apartments looked really
nice,” one woman said. “I suppose the architect man
there didn’t quite know what he was doing. I just think
he didn’t know the placewhere he’s going to put the new
buildings,” she reasoned. By talking about their knowl-
edge of a place that the planners were not thoroughly fa-
miliar with, the residents underlined their ownership of
the place, at the same collectively ignoring the fact that
their rights with respect to it had just been questioned. If
therewas anger, it was active only on the individual level;
collectively, the residents’ strategy for dealing with non-
recognition was to understate—almost ignore—it. They
simply refused to assume the position of powerlessness
that outsiders were trying to impose on them.
5.3. Becoming Persons of Value
Strategies for coping with non-recognition in the two
neighborhoods were different in the residents’ meetings
described above, as they were in the other encounters
with outsiders I observed duringmy fieldwork. The narra-
tive of class struggle in Steephill produced a repertoire of
confrontation residents turned to when perceiving non-
recognition. In contrast, the narrative of middle-class as-
piration produced a repertoire of negotiation that en-
abled residents to rationalize the situations and suppress
their stigmatized position. Both of these collective level
strategies to respond to non-recognition allowed peo-
ple to protect their sense of dignity and become per-
sons of value. According to Lamont and Mizrachi (2012,
p. 372) members of stigmatized groups appear to con-
front the tension between emotional outcomes result-
ing from stigmatization (anger, feelings of worthless-
ness, loss of dignity) on the one hand and the need
to gain recognition as an individual and as a member
of a group on the other. In Fireweed Village, the res-
idents’ strategy for constructing dignity was to high-
light their oppressed class-position, mutual equality and
sense of pride. Conforming the meeting to their narra-
tive of place, their self-esteem remained unscathed by
outsiders’ non-recognizing behavior—even if perceived
as unjust. In Steephill, conversely, residents refused to
represent themselves as victims or reproduce a class di-
vision, this way maintaining their dignity and preserving
control over their own lives. In their perceived equality
with everyone else they remained untouched, even if
non-recognized on the basis of their place of residence.
6. Conclusion
The topics discussed in the community meetings in the
neighborhoods in my study serve specifically to confirm
my argument. In Fireweed Village, where the place nar-
rative of class struggle worked as a cultural resource for
dealing with non-recognition, the participants discussed
the inconvenience of low water pressure. Meanwhile in
Steephill, where the place narrative of middle-class as-
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piration was present, residents were told to leave their
homes and forced to live in uncertainty as to whether
they couldmoveback or not. The significance of the topic
under discussion was much smaller in Fireweed Village,
and yet the collective response was stronger. This sug-
gests that the cultural repertoires people turn to when
making sense of their experiences are interconnected
with the larger matrix of relationships and stories that
shape their lives.
In this article, I have focused on neighborhood-
level repertoires suggesting that in two similar social
housing neighborhoods residents’ collective interpreta-
tions and habitual responses to similar practices of non-
recognition were related to locally constructed and his-
torically formed place narratives. These narratives mat-
tered because theywere stories residents identifiedwith,
informing their understandings of both themselves and
their relations to others. In Fireweed Village, where the
remnants of its politically charged working-class back-
ground still pervaded the cultural milieu of the neighbor-
hood, residents approached themeetingmore as a oppo-
sition between “us—the oppressed” and “them—the op-
pressors,” whereas in Steephill, where consciousness of
a shared social position had never really gained a footing,
rather than highlighting their unequal position residents
seemed to trivialize it. In terms of their social structural
positions, residents’ stigma consciousness (Pinel, 1999)
differed in that in Fireweed Village residents expected to
be stereotyped by others based on their class position,
whereas in Steephill they did not. Thus, neighborhoods
that appeared similar in statistics and in their positions
on urbanmargins diverged in their collective experiences
of classed selves.
Consequently, destigmatization strategies varied
across places because despite their statistical similari-
ties their cultural milieus differed. The empirical findings
of my study suggest that first, stigmatization in terms
of social housing should also be understood as taking
the subtle forms of non-recognition. Second, the iden-
tities people use to makes sense of non-recognition
change salience in response to the places and their narra-
tives. And third, the collective nature of destigmatization
strategies has hitherto been underestimated.
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